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Liquidity In Credit Markets Is
Getting Greener, Report Says
DUBLIN, July 8, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- (S&P Global Ratings) Liquidity is steadily increasing across sustainable debt
markets, with a 40% year-over-year increase in sustainable debt issuance expected in 2021 and interest
growing in lower-rated credit sectors.

Given the surging interest in environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors, a report published today by
S&P Global explores liquidity and pricing within sustainable debt markets. See our report, "Green Liquidity Moves
Mainstream."

"Liquidity is growing as issuers and investors alike seek to deliver upon their ESG goals and objectives, and this
should bode well for the future growth and stability of sustainable debt markets," says S&P Global Ratings
Sector Lead Patrick Drury Byrne.

According to the report, there are some signs that sustainable bonds may be pricing at a premium in certain
sectors, although it is difficult to isolate the impact of ESG factors.

"Improved standardization within sustainable debt markets could bolster liquidity further," says Drury Byrne.
"However, issuers that cannot satisfy investors' ESG thresholds may in time face higher financing costs and
lower liquidity."

The report also discusses the path to greener monetary policy. Greening monetary policy operations might not
be an easy task, but options exist, and their implementation could accelerate the development of green
liquidity, especially in the corporate bond space.

This report does not constitute a rating action.

S&P Global's opinions, quotes, and credit-related and other analyses are statements of opinion as of the date
they are expressed and not statements of fact or recommendations to purchase, hold, or sell any securities or to
make any investment decisions, and do not address the suitability of any security. 

S&P Global Ratings is the world's leading provider of independent credit ratings. Our ratings are essential to
driving growth, providing transparency and helping educate market participants so they can make decisions
with confidence. We have more than 1 million credit ratings outstanding on government, corporate, financial
sector and structured finance entities and securities. We offer an independent view of the market built on a
unique combination of broad perspective and local insight. We provide our opinions and research about relative
credit risk; market participants gain independent information to help support the growth of transparent, liquid
debt markets worldwide.

S&P Global Ratings is a division of S&P Global (NYSE: SPGI), which provides essential intelligence for individuals,
companies and governments to make decisions with confidence. For more information, visit
www.spglobal.com/ratings.
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To the extent that regulatory authorities allow a rating agency to acknowledge in one jurisdiction a rating issued
in another jurisdiction for certain regulatory purposes, S&P reserves the right to assign, withdraw or suspend
such acknowledgment at any time and in its sole discretion. S&P Parties disclaim any duty whatsoever arising
out of the assignment, withdrawal or suspension of an acknowledgment as well as any liability for any damage
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information that is not available to other S&P business units. S&P has established policies and procedures to
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process.
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Ratings are statements of opinion, not statements of fact or recommendations to buy, hold, or sell any securities
or make any other investment decisions. S&P Global Ratings Australia Pty Ltd holds Australian financial services
license number 337565 under the Corporations Act 2001. S&P credit ratings and related research are not
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STANDARD & POOR'S, S&P and RATINGSDIRECT are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor's Financial
Services LLC.

To manage your S&P Global Ratings subscription preferences, please click here.

S&P Global Ratings, 55 Water Street, New York, NY 10041
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